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Unit 1) )

NRC STAFF'S RESPONSE PURSUANT TO THE
LICENSING BOARD'S MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

OF OCTOBER 22, 1984

The NRC Staff (" Staff") hereby files its response pursuant to the

Licensing Board's " Memorandum and Order Deferring Ruling on LILC0 Motion

for Summary Disposition and Scheduling Submission of Briefs on the

Merits" (" Order"), dated October 22, 1984. As required by the Licensing

Board's Order, the Staff herein sets ' orth its views with respect to the &

issue of "who ... should prevail on each contention and why the conten-

tion should be resolved in that manner" (Order, at 3). In addition, the

Staff addresses the three specific questions raised by the Licensing

Board, as follows:

1. What action should this Board take on Contentions 1-10
in the event that there is no decision from a New York
State court at the time the Initial Decision in the
emergency planning proceeding is issued?

2. In connection with LILCO's " immateriality" argument,
whether the LILCO activities enumerated in Conten-
tions 1-10 are necessary pursuant to NRC regulations
in order to obtain an operating license.

3. In connection with LILC0's " realism" argument, what
effect would an unplanned response by the State or
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County have and would such a response result in chaos,
confusion and disorganization so as to compel a ^"

finding that there is no " reasonable assurance that |
adequate protective measures can and will be taken in
the event of a radiological emergency" at Shoreham?

(Order, at. 3-4).1/

For the reasons more fully set forth below, the Staff submits that:

-1/ This Response is submitted pursuant to the Licensing Board's
" Memorandum and Order Granting Joint Motion to Revise Schedule for
Filing Briefs on the Merits of ' Legal Authority' Issues," dated
November 5, 1984. Numerous briefs have already been filed with
respect to the legal authority contentions. For the convenience of
the Board, where cited in this Response these shall be referred to
as follows:

(1) "LILCO's Motion for Sumary Disposition of Contentions 1-10
(The 'LeMotion") gal Authority' Issues)," dated August 6,1984 ("LILC0's;

(2) " Opposition of Suffolk County and the State of New York to
LILC0's Motion for Sumary Disposition of Contentions 1-10 (The
' Legal Authority' Issues)," dated September 24, 1984
("Intervenors' Answer");

(3) "NRC Staff's Answer in Opposition to 'LILCO's Motion for
'

Summary Disposition of Contentions 1-10 (The ' Legal Authority'
Issues),'" dated October 4, 1984 (" Staff's Answer");

(4) "LILCO's Reply to the Responses to Its Motion for Summary
Disposition on Contentions 1-10," dated October 15, 1984
("LILCO's Reply on Preemption");

(5) "LILCO's Brief on Contentions 1-10," dated November 19, 1984
("LILC0's Brief on the Merits");

(6) "Suffolk County and State of New York Response to ASLB
Memorandum and Order Dated October 22, 1984", dated
November 19,1984 ("Intervenors' Brief on the Merits");

(7) "LILCO's Reply Brief on Contentions 1-10," dated November 29,
1984 ("LILCO's Reply on the Merits"); and

(8) "Suffolk County and State of New York Reply Brief on Conten-
tions 1-10," dated November 29, 1984 ("Intervenors' Reply on
the Merits").

.. . - . . , . -. . - -. - --
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(1) the Licensing Board should defer reaching a decision on the
, ,

State law and preemption questions raised by Contentions 1-10, until such

time as a definitive ruling has been issued by the New York State courts

or prejudice would result to LILC0 by withholding a decision on its re-

quest for a full power license;

(2) in the event that a definitive ruling has not been issued by

the New York State courts by the time that a full power decision is

required, the Board should find that:

(a) LILC0 lacks the legal authority under State and local law to

perform the traffic and EPZ perimeter control functions speci-

fied in Contentions 1-4, 9, and 10; and

(b) LILCO possesses the legal authority under Stat.e and local law

to perform the public notification and other functions speci-

fied in Contentions 5-8 and 10;

(3) the traffic and access control functions as to which LILC0 m

raises an " immateriality" defense, while not specifically required by

regulation, have been reviewed as elements of LILC0's Transition Plan in

determining whether LILC0 has complied with the Commission's emergency

planning regulations -- and, if those functions will not be performed,

! LILC0 should submit a revised emergency plan in which it provides a satis-

factory alternate means of complying with the regulations; and

(4) LILC0's " realism" defense raises factual questions which are
' not capable of resolution based upon the present evidentiary record, nor

can the Board presently determine what effect an unplanned response by

the State and County would have in an emergency, or whether such a
i

!

k.
. .. . . . . . _.
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response would result in " chaos, confusion and disorganization" so as

to compel a negative " reasonable assurance" finding.

DISCUSSION

I. THE BOARD SHOULD CONTINUE TO DEFER REACHING A DECISION ON THE
STATE LAW AND PREEMPTION QUESTIONS RAISED BY CONTENTIONS 1-10.

In its Order, the Licensing Board requested the parties' views as to

what action the Board should take in the event that there is no decision

from a New York State court "at the time the Initial Decision in the

emergency planning proceeding is issued" (Order, at 3). In raising this

question, the Board indicated that it was satisfied that "the preemption

issue is indeed premature at this time" (M., at 2; emphasis in

original), citing Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point Station, Unit

No. 2), ALAB-399, 5 NRC 1156, 1170 (1977). Further, the Board indicated

that it would defer its determination of the preemption question "until

the issuance of the Initial Decision at which time we shall rule upon the ~

motion and all other issues in this proceeding" ( M., at 3).

In our previous brief on Contentions 1-10, we cited the Appeal

Board's Indian Point decision in support of our view that a decision on

the preemption issue should be deferred (Staff's Answer, at 6-11). 2_/ In

presenting that view, we quoted the Appeal Board's statement -- also

quoted in the Licensing Board's Order (at 2-3) -- that deferral of the

preemption issues is appropriate:

i

2_/ As a procedural matter, the Staff suggested that a deferral of the
| preemption issue should be effectuated by a dismissal of LILCO's
[ Motion for summary disposition, as premature. Staff's Answer, at 6.

.

I
;
!

C
_ . . --
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. . . in cases where a state statute could be
interpreted in such a way as to be either consistent
or in conflict with Federal law or where an actual
conflict between state law in a valid area of state .
concern and Federal law was possible but had not yet
arisen . . .

,

Further, we recited the Appeal Board's view that this deferral should

continue in effect "until such time as the state courts interpret the

statute or an actual conflict arises" (See Staff's Answer, at 8).

The Appeal Board's statement in Indian Point, cited above, requires

that the Licensing Board continue to defer ruling on the preemption issue

unt,il an actual conflict arises or until the State court has interpreted

the State statutes. The Appeal Board's subsequent Indian Point decision,

ALAB-453, 7 NRC 31 (1978), provides guidance as to the circumstances in

which an " actual conflict" may be found to exist. There, as we have

previously noted (Staff's Answer, at 9-10 and n.12), the Appeal Board

held that deferral of a -preemption decision should have continued where

a shutdown of the facility was not imminent (after the Licensing Board

extended the termination date for operation with once-through cooling).

Such a deferral should continue until " urgency" arises or time is deter-

mined to be "of the essence." See Indian Point, supra, ALAB-453, 7 NRC

at 36.

In light of these principles, the Staff submits that the Licensing

Board should continue to defer reaching a decision on the preemption

issue until such time as the State court has rendered its decision or an

. _. - . - . - - , . . - . - , . - . . -
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" actual conflict" has developed. 3_/ Such an actual conflict would arise
w,.= . .

only when time becomes "of the essence," i.e., at such time as prejudice

would result to LILC0 from the withholding of a decision'on its request

for a full power license, and the issuance of that license has been deter-

mined, in all other respects, to be appropriate. E

Lastly, in this regard, we believe that the Board may proceed to

render a decision on all issues pending before it at this time, other

than the State law and preemption issues. That is, a deferral of the

I- Board's decision on tilese issues should not cause the Board to defer

reaching a decision on all contentions other than Contentions 1-10, nor

should the Board defer reaching a decision on LILCO's ~"imateriality"

and " realism" defenses. On the contrary, a decision on those issues at

this time could serve to alert the parties as to whether further pro-

ceedings on LILC0's application may be required.

3/ The deferral of a preemption decision is inappropriate with respect
to any State statute which is susceptible to only one interpretation
by the State court. See Indian Point, supra, ALAB-399, 5 NRC at-
1169-70. In addition, a_ preemption decision may be issued if the
Board determines that no Federal law exists which would preempt the
State laws in question here. See Staff's Answer, at 15-25.

-4/ In this regard, we note that hearings on the diesel contentions have
not yet concluded, and a decision on those contentions is not
expected for several months. Further, it is anticipated that LILCO
will be required to perform a series of tests pursuant to any low
power license which may be issued before it will be in a position to
utilize a full power license -- in other words, it appears that
ample time is available to permit rendition of a State court
decision before any delay occasioned by a deferral of the preemption
issue will result in prejudice to LILCO.
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II. AT SUCH TIME AS A DECISION ON THE LEGAL AUTHORITY CONTENTIONS IS
REQUIRED, THE BOARD SHOULD RULE IN FAVOR OF THE INTERVEN0RS ON -

THE TRAFFIC AND EPZ PERIMETER CONTROL CONTENTIONS, AND IN FAVOR
OF LILCO IN ALL OTHER RESPECTS.

In the following discussion, the Staff addresses the merits of each

of Contentions 1-10, commencing with a discussion of the Board's juris-

diction to resolve questions of State law, and an analysis of the generic

" police power" and " corporate power" arguments advanced by the County and

State.El For the reasons more fully set forth below, we submit (a) that

the Board possesses the requisite authority to decide questions of State

law, (b) that the Intervenors' " police power" and " corporate power" argu-

ments are without merit, and (c) that State and local law preclude LILCO

from undertaking the traffic and EPZ perimeter control functions

specified in Contentions 1-4, 9 and 10; however, in all other respects,

the Board should rule in LILC0's favor.

A. The Licensing Board Possesses the Authority to Determine '

Questions of State Law, Where Necessary to Permit A Decision
on the Merits of An Application.'

Notwithstanding the fact that the County and State, themselves, have
,

'

advanced the legal authority contentions for litigation in this

proceeding -- thereby necessitating that the Licensing Board consider
i

[ those contentions prior to issuing an Initial Decision on LILC0's
|
r

-5/ The Staff concurs with LILC0's assertion that these arguments, only
recently advanced by the State and County, are outside the scope of
Contentions 1-10. See LILCO's Brief on the Merits, at 28. Nonethe-
less, we recognize that these issues could be of concern to the
Board and, accordingly, we have undertaken to provide our views as
to their significance.

i

g
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application for an cperating license -- the County and State now assert

that the Board "has no authority or jurisdiction to decide these issues

; of state law" (Intervenors' Brief on the Merits, at 81). No cases have

been cited in support of this assertion.

The Staff submits that the Intervenors are simply incorrect in their

jurisdictional argument. The Commission is empowered to require an

applicant, in connection with an application to operate a nuclear power

plant, to " state such information as the Commission . . . may determine

to be necessary" to decide the qualifications of the applicant, "in order

to enable the Commission to determine whether the application should be

granted or denied. . . ." Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the

"Act"), 6 182, 42 U.S.C. 6 2232. Where a hearing on an operating license

is held ..ifety and Licensing Board may be established "to con-

duct such hearings as the Commission may direct and make such intermediate

or final decisions as th'e Commission may authorize with respect to the

granting . . . of any license or authorization under the provisions of

this Act, any other provision of law, or any regulation of the Comission

issued thereunder." Id_., 6 191(a), 42 U.S.C. 6 2241. While a hearing

on an operating license is not required under the Act, and is to be held

only with respect to such matters as may properly be raised by the

parties or sua sponte by the Board, the Board is empowered to decide

issues bearing on the question of "whether the facility will operate in

conformity with the application as amended, the provisions of the Act,

and the rules and regulations of the Commission." 10 C.F.R. Part 2,

App.A,6VIII(b)(2);seealso10C.F.R.650.57(a)(2).

r

_ _ _ _ - ___
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We do not believe it can reasonably be argued that a Licensing Board

lacks the authority to decide issues which are ancillary and necessary to

the central question of whether the facility will operate in conformity

with the Commission's regulations. 6/ Were this power not to exist, the

Commission's ability to perform the functions which have been entrusted

to it by Congress could readily be thwarted wherever a legal issue is

presented for resolution by the Board and is later asserted to be beyond

the Board's jurisdiction to decide. That would result in either (1) a

total breakdown in the Commission's ability to license otherwise quali-

fied applicants, or (2) the disregard of issues which could materially

affect the determination as to whether a license should be authorized,

if such contentions were to be dismissed on jurisdictional grounds.

Neither of these results should, or may, be countenanced.

While the Appeal Board has previously remarked that questions of

State law should be resolved by State courts or agencies, on grounds of

I
!

t

i

' -6/ We note that other agencies routinely interpret questions of Stateo

law where their enabling legislation specifically requires that
they apply State law in performing their administrat,ve functions.
See, le. ., Bank of the North Shore v. FDIC, F.2d , Nos.
B7 2111, 83-2121, 83-2179 (7th Cir. , Sept. 5,1984) (ITip op.);

j Dennis v. Railroad Retirement Board, 585 F.2d 151 (6th Cir. 1979);
Cain v. Secretary of HEW, 377 F.2d 55 (4th Cir.1967).:

I
i

._ . _ . . - ~ _ _ _ . . . __
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comity or lack of agency expertise, U we are aware of no instance in

which the Comission and its adjudicatory boards have been held to lack

jurisdiction to resolve such questions. And, the Appeal Board has not

hesitated to resolve questions of law aside from those arising from the

Comission's enabling legislation, where necessary to reach a decision

as to whether a license or permit should be issued. Thus, in Public

Service Co. of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units

Iand2),ALAB-493,8NRC253,266(1978) the Appeal Board proceeded to

: determine the Kentucky-Indiana state boundary line in order to reach a

decision as to whether a valid 9 401 certificate existed, as a prerequi-

site to deciding whether a construction -~mit should be authorized.
'

In so doing, the Appeal Board stated as follows (Ld.):

We cannot close this point without responding to
Kentucky's repeated assertions that we lack juris-
diction to establish its border with Indiana. Of
course we have no such authority -- but that is not
the question h'ere. We stress again that the issue

| before us is one arising under Section 401 of the
| Federal Water Pollution Control Act, which requires

that these applicants obtain a certificate from the
State into whose waters Marble Hill will discharge
its effluent. To decide whether they have the proper
certificate, we must know both where the discharge
pipe ends and where Kentucky begins. We held in

i

i -7/ See, e.g_., Northern States Power Co. (Tyrone Energy Park, Unit 1),
_

ALXB-464, 7 NRC 372, 375 ("The requirements of State law are beyond
our ken; such matters are for the State regulatory comission");!

l Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant,
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-443, 6 NRC 741, 748 (1977) (Board's role was
limited to deciding Federal issues and not questions of State law;
construction would not be suspended pending a resolution of those
questions by the State courts, where asserted potential outcome
could not be known); Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre
Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-189, 7 AEC 410, 412
(1974) (construction would not be stayed pending outcome of marine
environment study required by State Coastal Comiss;on).

L

. . _ ._ _ _ _ _ .. _ _ __ _ . _ _ _ _
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ALAB-459 that the boundary was settled by the Supreme
Court in Indiana v. Kentucky and that the Commonwealth's

-jurisdiction extends to the low water mark on the right
(Indiana) bank of the Ohio River as it existed in 1792.
Kentucky has not persuaded us that we are wrong about
this. The uncontroverted evidence in the record places
the Marble Hill discharge pipe in the Ohio River on
Indiana's side of that line. The applicants' possession
of a Section 401 certificate from that State is thus
sufficient and there is no basis for rescinding the
MarbleHillconstructionpermitsJorwantofasimilar document from Kentucky. 8

Similarly, the Appeal Board has not hesitated to interpret the

enabling legislation of another Federal agency, despite the general rule
' that "the reasonable interpretation of an act by officials charged with

its administration is entitled to great deference," in the absence of a

definitive ruling by the head of that agency. Marble Hill, supra,

ALAB-459, 7 NRC at 190. Likewise, the Appeal Board in Indian Point did

not suggest that the Licensing Board lacked the authority to reach an

issue of State law, and left standing its prior determination that the

Licensing Board could have decided the State law question prior to

resolution by the highest court of the State, if time had been "of the

essence". Indian Point, supra, ALAB-453, 7 NRC at 36, 37 n.29.

In sum, we believe that the Licensing Board may detemine issues of

State law which are ancillary and necessary to be decided in order to

resolve questions within its proper adjudicatory jurisdiction. In so

concluding, we express no opinion as to whether such a detemination

would be binding on the parties in a State court proceeding.

-8/ Accord, Public Service Co. of Indiana (Parble Hill Nuclear
Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-459, 7 NRC 179, 195 n.39
(1978).

-.- - -_ . . - - _ _
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B. The Intervenors' " Police Power" and " Corporate Power"
.

Argument:: Should Be Rejected.

The Intervenors have devoted much discussion to their assertionc
,

that LILC0 is precluded from performing the functions specified in |

Contentions 1-10, by virtue of (1) the State and County's police powers
|

and (2) LILCO's assertedly limited corporate powers. See Intervenors'

Brief on the Merits, at 9-12, 40-77, and Intervenors' Reply Brief on the
i

i

Merits, at 4-17. These assertions are wholly without merit.
|

7 There is no question that the State of New York and Suffolk County

possess the power to protect the health, safety, welfare and morals of

their citizens, pursuant to the " police power". However, the Intervenors

go too far in asserting that these powers are reserved " solely and ex-

clusively" to the State and local governments, and that private entities

may not act within these. same spheres in the absence of an express dele-

gation by a properly empowered governmental authority. -

khile the State and local governments have the power to protect the

j public health, safety, welfare and morals, it cannot seriously be denied

! that private individuals and organizations may also act in these areas --

as long as their conduct is not otherwise unlawful. Thus, notwithstand-

ing the State's authority to require compliance with safety standards,

private organizations are entitled to adopt voluntary standards for

safety, as long as in doing so they do not violate the laws of the State.

Similarly, while the State provides means for fire protection, private

entities are not precluded from putting out a fire before the official

fire brigade arrives, as long as their conduct is otherwise lawful.
;

|

i

I

.

L
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Likewise, parents may educate and instill moral values in their children;

businesses may improve the safety and working conditions of their facili-

ties; the AMA and Mothers Against Drunk Driving may educate citizens

against the dangers they perceive in smoking and drinking; and private
,

'

entities may engage in charitable activities -- as long as they do not

thereby violate applicable provisions of law. This power derives not

from specific delegation by the State, but from the power recognized to

be reserved to the " people" under the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution. El

The Intervenors correctly state that local governments are creations

of State law, and may only exercise such powers as are expressly dele-

gated to them by the State (Intervenors' Brief on the Merits, at 44-45).

However,thereisnomeritintheir(unsupported)assertionthat

"[a] fortiori, private corporations such as LILC0 have no inherent

authority to exercise New York's sovereign police power." (Id.,at

45-46). Simply stated, in carrying out the provisions of its emergency

plan, LILC0 will not be exercising " police powers", but will merely be

acting in areas in which government, too, is permitted to act. Moreover,

as a business corporation -- unlike a municipality -- LILC0 does not

require express delegations of specific powers in order to function.

Rather, LILC0 possesses the broad powers provided to it by 5 202(a)(16)

of the New York Business Corporation Law, whereby it is authorized to

i

I ~9/ See generally, De Lury v. City of New York, 51 A.D. 2d 288, 381
' N.Y.S. 2d 236 (1976) (rule that welfare of the people is highest
| law involves principle of police power that amounts to recognition
| that society has a right which corresponds to the right of self-

preservation in an individual).

L

i
_ -- __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ .-. ___ _ _ - _ __ _
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4 - "have and exercise all powers necessary or convenient to effect any or

all of the purposes for which the corporation is formed." E (See LILCO's"
~

BriefontheMerits,at36-38). There is one limitation on these broad

powers, which has been noted by the Intervenors -- a corporation "cannot,

any more than an individual, do acts prohibited by law or which are

against public policy." (See Intervenors' Brief on the Merits, at 54,

quoting 6 Fletcher, Cyclopedia of Corporations 6 2491).

These principles clearly point to the manner in which the merits of

Contentions 1-10 should be resolved. The Board should find that LILC0

possesses the legal authority to perform the functions specified in

Contentions 1-10, unless those actions are prohibited by law or are

against public policy. For the reasons set forth below, we submit that

State and local laws prohibit LILC0 from undertaking the traffic and EPZ

perimeter control functions specified in Contentions 1-4, 9 and 10, but

that in all other respects LILC0 possesses the requisite authority to-

perform the functions cited in Contentions 1-10. E

-10/ The broad powers provided by the Business Corporation Law are made
applicable to LILCO, as a corporation organized under 6 3 of the New
York Transportation Corporations Law, by 6 4 thereof and by 6103 of
the Business Corporation Law.

,

-11/ An index to the laws cited in Contentions 1-10, organized on a
contention-by-contention basis, is attached as Appendix A to the
Staff's Answer of October 4,1984. In addition, each of those
statutes has been reproduced by the Staff and is attached as
Appendix B to that Answer.

- _ - - _ _ . . . - .._ -_ -_. _ . . . . . - - . _ . - . . .- .- ... __ . ,. . .
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C. LILC0 Lacks the Legal Authority to Perform Traffic and,.

EPZ Pe.*imeter Control Functions. *

In the following discussion, we address the six contentions which ~

challenge LILC0's authority to perform specified traffic and EPZ peri-

meter control functions. For the reasons set forth below, we believe

that these functions may not lawfully be performed by LILCO under State

and local law.

In reaching this conclusion, we are cognizant of LILCO's argument

that "merely by citing a statute" the Intervenors "have not met their

burden of going forward" (LILCO's Brief on the Merits, at 39). EI LILCO

appears to urge that the Intervenors should be required to secure a

State court ruling interpreting these statutes, and that it would be

.

M / LILC0 cites the following statement in support of this proposition:
,

' The ultimate burden of proof on the question of whether
'

the permit or license should be issued is, of course, upon
c. the applicant. But where, as here, one of the other

parties contends that, for a specific reason (in this'

instance alleged synergism) the permit or license should
r be denied, that party has the burden of going forward
! with evidence to buttress that contention. Once he has
! introduced sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie

case, the burden then shifts to the applicant who, as part
of his overall burden of proof, must provide a sufficient

| rebuttal to satisfy the Board that it should reject the
contention as a basis for denial of the permit or license.'

' In this case, the Licensing Board determined not only that
the intervenors had failed to make a prima facie showing
of synergistic effects, but also that the applicant's
evidence affirmatively established that synergism would
not occur.

! Louisiana Power and Licht Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Station,
j Unit 3), ALAB-732,17 P RC 1076,1093 (1983), quoting Consumers
' Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-123, 6 AEC 331, 345

(1973) (footnote omitted).

. - .. . . .. . . _ - - _ _ _ _ - _- - _- _,, .- - _ - . - - -
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" fundamentally unfair" to require LILCO, instead, "to rebut by going

into a separate forum to secure a ruling to the contrary" Qd., at 39,

citing LILCO's Reply on Preemption, at 3-16).

This argument, however, fails to give proper consideration to the

nature of Intervenors' burden. As the Appeal Board has noted, the burden

of going forward requires that the Intervenors introduce " sufficient

evidence to establish a ' prima facie' case." Midland, ALAB-123, supra,

6 AEC at 345. This burden has been further defined as follows: "The

. evidence must be such that a reasonable man could draw from it the

inference of the existence of the particular fact to the proved. . ."

McCormick, Evidence 789-90 (2d Ed. 1972). In other words, a prima facie

case will have been established, and the burden of going forward will have

been satisfied, where the evidence presented is sufficient to enable a

reasonable person to draw from it the inference sought to be established.

In our view, this rule r'equires that the Intervenors be found to have met
,

their burden of going forward with respect to those contentions in which
.

the recited State and local statutes. on their face, are sufficient to

enable a reasonable person to draw from them the inferences sought to be.

i

established by the contention. However, where the recited statutes are
;

not sufficient, on their face, to permit such inferences to be drawn, the
:

Intervenors should be found to have failed to meet their burden of going

forward. These principles are reflected in the following analysis.

1. Contentions 1 and 2 (Directing Traffic, Blocking Roadways
.

and Channeling Traffic). LILC0's Transition Plan contemplates that

during an evacuation, LILCO traffic guides will be stationed at key
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intersections to direct or guide traffic by using hand and arm signals,
..

although traffic will not be prohibited from moving in particular direc-

tions. In addition, flares, traffic cones (some with flashers attached),

and stationary vehicles are to be placed on the roadways as a means of

channeling traffic. Various traffic lanes are to be blocked, and a

two-mile section of roadway will be changed from two-way to one-way

operation (see LILCO's Brief on the Merits, at 4-5; and LILC0 Transition

Plan, Appendix A, at IV-5 - IV-8). Such measures are asserted to be

unlawful in Contentions 1 and 2.

The Staff's analysis of the statutes cited in Contentions 1 and 2

leads us to conclude that the specified functions are probably prohibited

by State law. Pursuant to 5 1114(a) of the Vehicle and Traffic Law,

. cited in Contention 2, it is unlawful for any person to:

place, maintain, or display upon or in view of any
highway any unauthorized sign, signal, marking, or
device which purports to be or is an imitation of or

.

resembles or is likely to be construed as an official
traffic control device or railroad sign or signal,
or which attempts to direct or regulate the
movement of traffic, or which hides from view or
interferes with the effectiveness cf any official
traffic gtrol device or any railroad sign orsignal

: (Id.; emphasis added). This statutory provision, on its face, appears to

prohibit LILC0 from performing the functions specified in Contention 2.

Similarly, LILCO's placement of traffic guides at key intersections may
|.
I
;

! --13/ " Official traffic control devices" are defined as "all signs,
! signals, markings, and devices not inconsistent with this chapter

placed or erected by authority of a public body or official having
jurisdiction for the purpose of regulating, warning or guiding
traffic." - Vehicle and Traffic Law, 9153.

L.
. - - - . - - - . - - . - - . - - . _ - _ _ _ _ _ , - - . _ . . - _ -
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well be violative of Penal Law i 240.20(5), prohibiting disorderly conduct

by the obstruction of vehicular or pedestrian traffic with the intent or

recklessly creating a risk of causing public inconvenience, annoyance

or alarm. El Likewise, the deployment of such traffic guides appears to

be violative of Penal Law i 190.25(3), prohibiting, inter alia, the false

expression, by words or actions, that one is a public servant or is "act-

ing with approval or authority of a public agency or department," where

such actions are taken "with intent to induce another to submit to such

pretended official authority'. . . or to otherwise cause another to act

in reliance upon that pretense."

In addition, Contentions 1 and 2 both cite 9 195.05 of the Penal

Law, which prohibits the obstruction of governmental administration,

i 195.05 would be violated by intentionally obstructing, impairing or

perverting "the administration of law or other governmental function,"

inter alia, by means of any independently unlawful act." Presumably,

M/ " Intentionally" and " recklessly" are defined as follows:

" Intentionally." A person acts intentionally with respect to a
result or to conduct described by a statute defining an offense
when his conscious objective is to cause such result or to
engage in such conduct.

" Recklessly." A person acts recklessly with respect to a
result or to a circumstance described by a statute defining an
offense when he is aware of and consciously disregards a
substantial and unjustifiable risk that such result will occur
or that such circumstance exists. The risk must be of such
nature and degree that disregard thereof constitutes a gross
deviation from the standard of conduct that a reasonable person
would observe in the situation. . . .

NewYorkPenalLaw,i1505(1)and(3).

.

I
_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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LILCO's violation of the statutes discussed above would also result in
~

a violation of this provision. El

LILCO compares its proposed actions with the fact that " motorists or

bystanders direct traffic around a highway accident until police arrive"

and " utility repair crews routinely direct traffic around downed lines at

least until police arrive," arguing that all of these actions are lawful,

(LILC0 Brief on the Merits, at 8 n.9). We do not believe that this anal-

ogy is valid, for the following reasons.

Under New York State law, a " justification" defense is provided -

which renders excusable such conduct as would otherwise be unlawful, as

follows: El

6 35.05 Justification; generally

-15/ While not cited by _the _Intervenors, other violations of State law
are likely to be caused by LILCO's proposed exercise of its traffic
control' functions .thereby also triggering the operation of Penal
Law 5 195.05. See, le. ., Vehicle and Traffic Law 91202(a)
(prohibiting the stopping, standing or parking of vehicles, inter -

alia, within an intersection, on a cross walk, "alongside or oppo-
site any . . . obstruction when stopping, standing or parking would
obstruct traffic," and "on a state expressway highway or state
interstate route highway, including _the entrances thereto and exits
therefrom, . . . except in an emergency"); M ., 9 1229(a) (prohibit-
ing " pedestrians," defined in 5130 as "any person afoot," from
occupying "any space within the limits of a state expressway highway
or state interstate route highway including the entrances thereto
and exits therefrom, except [ inter alia] . . . in the performance of
public works or official duties; as a result of an emergency caused
by an accident or breakdown of a motor vehicle or to obtain . . .
assistance . . ."; and Id., i 1681(e) (prohibiting a person from
placing or maintaining "any traffic-control device upon any state
highway maintained by the state except by permission of the depart-
ment of transportation."

-15/ Where the justification defense is permitted to be raised, the State
bearc the burden of disproving it beyond a reasonable doubt See,
e. . People v. Green, 98 A.D. 2d 908 (1983), citing Penal Law

0.

|
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Unless otherwise limited by the ensuing provisions of
~

-

this article defining justifiable use of physical
force, conduct which would otherwise constitute an
offense is justifiable and not criminal when:

...

2. Such conduct is necessary as an emergency measure
to avoid an imminent public or private injury which
is about to occur by reason of a situation occasioned
or develo)ed through no fault of the actor, and which
is of suc1 gravity that, according to ordinary
s' andards of intelligence and morality, the desira-
I lity and urcency of avoiding such injury clearly
_ outweigh the cesirability of avoiding the injury
sought to be prevented by the statute defining the - - -

offense in issue. The necessity and justifiability
of such conduct may not rest upon considerations
pertaining only to the morality and advisability of
the statute, either in its general application or
with respect to its application to a particular class
of cases arising thereunder. Whenever evidence
relating to the defense of justification under this
subdivision is offered by the defendant, the court
shall rule as a matter of law whether the claimed
facts and circumstances would, if established,
constitute a defense.

(Emphasisadded). -

The justification defense would appear to render lawful the actions

of a motorist or utility repair crew in directing traffic around a

disabled vehicle or downed utility line, in that such action would

protect the public from a " greater evil" 1 ! than that sought to be

--17/ Section 35.05 of the New York Penal Code is derived from the Model
Penal Code adopted by the American Law Institute. It has been noted
that, in proposing the introduction of the justification defense,
"the Model Penal Code sought to incorporate a ' choice of evils'
doctrine which would provide a legal excuse for any wrongdoer who
was confronted with alternatives in engaging in proscribed criminal
behavior." People v. Brown, 70 Misc. 2d 224, 333 N.Y.S. 2d 342
(1972).

. . . .

___ ____ _ _____- -___ _-_- __________
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cvoided by the vehicle and traffic laws, El as long as the " emergency

measure" was necessitated through no fault of the actor. EI With respect

to LILCO's proposed actions, however, it cannot now be reliably deter-

mined whether LILCO's preplanned actions will constitute " emergency

measures"Lwithin the meaning of 5 35.05, nor can it now be detennined

whether any future accident at the facility would arise through no

fault of LILCO. Whether such a defense would be successful cannot be

known until a criminal trial is held following any such emergency.

While the defense might well be sustained, it is difficult to say that.

the Licensing Board should approve an emergency plan at this time, based

upon so uncertain an eventuality.

-18/ The justification defense afforded by 935.05 of the Penal Law is
made applicable to offenses under the Vehicle snd Traffic Law, by
virtue of $155 thereof. The defense has been recognized in several

Zurit' n.2d~871(1980); People v. Moore, 4 _e.g_.,
People v.reporta' ases involving traffic offenses. See,

2 A.D. 2d 268, 346
N.Y '1973); People v. Cataldo, EliTisc. 2d 286, 316 N.Y.S. ~

( 2d
-

-19/ In disabled motorist and utility repair crew appear
to )ecific exemptions from various vehicle and traffic
la, , the statutes cited supra at n. 15; see also Vehi-

cle ai ~ 1201. In addition, road repair crews, opera-
ti- ;c th a valid work permit, are permitted to be
prr n; and to obstruct traffic; and vehicles owned by
aL the construction, maintenance and repair of its"

.

faciliti ," mpted from the 9 1202(a) prohibitions against
stopping ,e s, .1g in a roadway, where "actually engaged in an
operation which would restrict, impede or interfere with the normal
flow of traffic." See Vehicle and Traffic Law, $$ 117(a),117(b),
and 1103; New York Highway Law 99 52 and 136. All such utility and
road repair crews, however, remain responsible for the consequences
of their " reckless disregard for the safety of others." Vehicle and
Traffic Law, 5 1103. Likewise, " authorized emergency vehicles" may
violate various vehicle and traffic laws; however, by definition,
this exception is inapplicable here. See Vehicle and Traffic Law,
$$ 101, 114(b) and 1104.

, . . .

_____ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - .
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Nonetheless, the Board may wish to note that the justification

defense has been asserted in cases involving commercial nuclear power
,

plants. Thus, several criminal defendants have sought to justify tres-

pass and related actions on the grounds that they had been seeking to

f prevent the occurrence of a nuclear accident. In these cases, the

defendants could not demonstrate that an accident was imminent and the

defense was rejected; however, these cases do suggest that the justifi-

cation defense would be applicable to prevent the consequences of an

imminent nuclear accident. See, e.2 1 People v. Chachere,104 Misc. 2d

521, 428 N.Y.S. 2d 781 (1980) (justification defense not established by

protester who had climbed the fence at the Shoreham plant during a mass

demonstration); State v. Greene, 5 Kan. App. 2d 698, 623 P.2d 933 (1981)

(protester who had entered onto railroad's property to block a train

carrying a nuclear reactor core vessel fa"ad to establish justification
'

defense where, inter alia, no operating license had yet been issued);

State v. Warshow, 138 Vt. 22, 410 A.2d 1000 (1979) (defendant failed to

assertan"impendingaccident"). These cases clearly suggest that, in

the event of an emergency which arises through no fault of LILCO, the

.. ..

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ .
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justification defense is'likely to be sustained. 22/ As indicated above,
.

however, we do not suggest that these aspects of LILCO's emergency plan
_

should be approved on this basis; nor has LILCO advanced this defense in

arguing that it possesses the legal authority to perform the functions

in question.

Finally, we note that LILC0 asserts its performance of these func-

tions is rendered lawful by virtue of "the overriding policy" of Article

2-B of the Executive Law, concerning natural and man-made disaster pre-

paredness (LILCO's Brief on the Merits, at 8). LILCO appears to be --

correct in stating that its emergency response organization, LERO,;

:
qualifies as an " emergency service organization" within the meaning of

Executive Law, i 20(2)(e). Similarly, LILCO correctly notes that 6 20(1)

of that statute indicates that it is the State's policy that " local

government and emergency service organizations continue their essential

~~20/ In State v. Warshow, supra, the court stated as follows (138 Vt.
at 25TT~

There is no doubt that the defendants wished to call atten-
tion to the dangers of low-level radiation, nuclear waste, and'

nuclear accident. But low-level radiation and nuclear waste
i are not the types of imminent danger classified as an emergency
! sufficient to justify criminal activity . . .

|- Nor does the spec'ter of a nuclear accident as presented by
these defendants fulfill the imminent and compelling harm
element of the defense. The offer does not take the position

' that they acted to prevent an impending accident. Rather, they
claimed that they acted to foreclose the ' chance' or
' possibility''of accident. This defense cannot lightly be
allowed to justify acts taken to foreclose speculative and;

' uncertain dangers. Itt application must be limited to acts
directed to the prevention of harm that is reasonably certain

L to occur.
!

,

|
|

.
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role as the first line of defense in times of disaster," and that " state

and local plans, organizational arrangements, and response capability
;

. . . shall at all times be the most effective that current circumstances
'

and existing resources allow." M.,920(1)(a)and(e). However, we

perceive nothing in these expressions or in the remaining sections of

the statute which would provide authorization for an emergency service

organization to violate other provisions of State and local law, nor do

we find any indication that the policy expressed in the statute is to
rbe overriding" with respect to other statutory provisions. For these

reasons, the Executive Law does not alter the conclusions reached above. E

-21/ At the same time, we note our disagreement with the Intervenors'
argument that because the Executive Low authorizes the State and
local governments to perform certain ibnctions, such authorization
should be construed as prohibiting private entities from taking
protective actions in the event of an emergency. No such prohi-
bition is expressed or implied in the statute. On the contrary,
the provisions of the statute merely provide authorization for the
government to undertake disaster planning and to perform certain
functions in an emergency -- which actions are to be performed
only at such time as the Governor has declared a " state disaster
emergency." Emergency planning and protective responses by private
entities, apart from those directed by government, are not embraced
by the Statute.

Similarly, our reading of the other statutes cited by Intervenors
in Contentions 1 and 2 fails to disclose any reason to believe that

-

those statutes prohibit LILC0 from performing the functions which*

are asserted to be unlawful. See Vehicle and Traffic Law 5 1102
(obedience to police officers and authorized flag persons required);
M., 6 1602 (police officers empowered to regulate traffic and ob-
struct roadways in an emergency); and Transportation Corporations
Law, ! 30 (special policemen authorized to perform certain func-
tions). Those statutes do not, on their face, preclude LILC0 from
undertaking emergency response functions, and as to those statutes
the Intervenors have failed to establish a " prima facie" case.

-
- . ._. _ - - - . _ _ . . . . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . - _ . , . - _ __ _
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2. Contention 3 (Posting Trailblazer Signs). LILCO's Transition

Plan states that, in advance of any emergency, LILC0 will post " trail-

blazer" signs along the major roads in the EPZ; these signs are to

contain the standard civil defense evacuation route logo (see LILCO's

Brief on the Merits, at 14-15). This advance action is asserted by

Intervennrs to be unlawful under the Vehicle and Traffic Law, 9 1114,

and the Penal Code, 56 190.25(3), 195.05, and 240.20(5).

For tne reasons discussed above, the Staff believes that the posting

of trailblazer signs in advance of an emergency would be violative of

5 1114 of the Vehicle and Traffic Law (prohibiting the display of

unauthorizedsigns,signalsandmarkings);wedonotperceive,however,

that such action is violative of the other statutes cited by the Inter-

venors. LILCO has not demonstrated that it qualifies for any valid

exemption or defense with respect to this probable violation of 91114,

and this contentior, should be resolved in favor of the Intervenors.

3. Contention 4 (Removing Obstructions and Towing Stalled

Vehicles). LILC0's Transition Plan indicates that during an emergency,

LERO personnel will utilize LILCO's tow trucks and line trucks to remove

stalled cars and other obstructions from the roadways (see LILC0 Brief.on

the Merits, at 15). Such actions are alleged by Intervenors to be

violative of 5 165.C5 of the Penal Law (prohibiting unauthorized use of a

| vehicle).

Section 165.05 prohibits any person from, inter alia, taking,

operating or exercising control over a vehicle, " knowing that he does not
'

have the consent of the owner." Further, "a person who engages in any

7
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such conduct without the consent of the owner is presumed to know that het

b =an : . . -
does not have such consent." In our view, LILC0 has not established that

in the event of an emergency, its actions in moving stalled vehicles and

other obstructions will be performed with the consent of the owner. While

we do not suggest that such consent would be denied, it is not presently

possible to conclude that LILC0's actions would not be violative of the

statute. Accordingly, this contention should be resolved in favor of

the Intervenors.

4. Contention 9 (Dispensing Fuel to Stranded Motorists). LILC0's

Transition Plan includes provisions for LILC0 to dispense fuel frem tank

trucks, stationed near evacuation routes, to any motorists who may run

out of fuel (see LILCO's Brief on the Merits, at 25-26). This action is

asserted by Intervenors to be violative of two local ordinances,

Article 12 of the Suffolk County Sanitary Code and Article 10 of the Code
.

of the Town of Brookhaven.

It is unclear as to which provisions in the two cited ordinances are

asserted 'to be violated by LILCO's action in dispensing fuel. However,

our analysis of these ordinances suggests that such a violation could

occur with respect to 9 1205 of the Suffolk County Sanitary Code. That,

provision prohibits the " discharge" in Suffolk County of " toxic or haz-

ardous materials" (which are defined by 6 1203(n)(4) to include " petroleum

products,includingfuels"),"unlesssuchdischargeisspecificallyin

accordance with a State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES)

Permit or other permit issued by or acceptable to the commissioner for

that purpose." A " discharge" under the Code is defined as follows:

- - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Discharge means to release by any means or to
relinquish control in a manner that could result in a =s

release to the surface waters, groundwaters, surface
of the ground or below ground. Discharge includes _

but is not necessarily limited to the following,
~

either singly or in any combination:

...

2. spills during transport or transfer of toxic or
hazardous materials; . . . .

'

Id.,51203(d). In our view, this prohibition might apply to LILCO's

proposed action of dispensing fuel to stranded motorists, if such fuel

were to be transferred in a manner that could result in a spill. LILCO

has failed to demonstrate the means it will employ to prevent such

spills, or that its planned actions would be exempt from the statute's

applicability . Accordingly, we believe that this contention should be

resolved in favor of the Intervenors.

5. Contention 10'(EPZPerimeterControl).SS/ LILCO's Transition
_

Plan provides that traffic control posts will be posted along the EPZ

perimeter in order to discourage persons from entering the EPZ. Asg

discussed above with respect to Contentions 1 and 2, the traffic guides

i will utilize hand and arm movements, as well as traffic cones, in order

i to discourage (but not prevent) persons from entering the EPZ. (See

LILC0's Brief on the Merits, at 26-28). The Intervenors assert that
|-

these actions violate the same statutes as are cited in support of

_

--22/ Excluded from this discussion is that portion of Contention 10 which
relate to E0C and relocation center issues. Those matters are
discussed infra, at 30-31.

.

*
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Contentions 1 and 2, as well as Article 2-8 of the Executive Law. For

t
the reasons discussed supra, at 16-24, we believe that these actions are

prohibited by certain of the State laws, on their face, and that LILCO

has not sustained its burden of proving that those statutes will not be

violated. Accordingly, thi; aspect of Contention 10 should be resolved

in favor of the Intervenors.
4

D. LILC0 Possesses the Legal Authority to Perform the Other
Functions Specified in Contentions 1-10.

Our analysis of the statutes cited in support of the remaining legal

authority contentions (Contentions 5-8 and 10, in part) leads us to con-

clude that the Intervenors have failed to establish a prima facie case

that the functions specified therein are prohibited by law. Accordingly,

these contentions should be resolved in LILC0's favor.

.

1. Contention 5 (Sounding Sirens and Broadcasting EBS Messages).
'

LILCO's Transition Plan contemplates that in the event of an emergency,+

.
LILC0 would activate the prompt notification system, which largely con-

)
; sists of a system of fixed sirens, tone alert radios, and the emergency

i broadcast system (see LILC0's Brief on the Merits, at 17-18). With

| respect to EBS matters, LILCO employees will determine the content of
i

the EBS messages, will decide when the EBS broadcast should be made, and<

will initiate the broadcast; arrangements have been made with local radio

stations to carry the EBS messages (Id., at 19-20; Transition Plan,
,

.

$ 3.4.6 and Appendix B). The Intervenors assert that these actions are

.

- - . - . - .- .- - - - - - .-.- - , . ,,.. - .... ,,- - , - ,.. -,-
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violative of 55 190.25(3) and 195.05 of the Penal Law, and 5 20 g seq.

of the Executive Law.
^ ~

Notwithstanding the Intervenors' assertion to the contrary, we

perceive nothing in the statutes they cite -- nor has our research

disclosed any other statute -- which would suggest that LILCO is

prohibited from undertaking these actions. At best, it may be argued

that 6 190.25(3) of the Penal Law (prohibiting the impersonation of a

public servant) would preclude such actions, as a false expression by

words or actions that LILC0 "is acting with the approval or authority of

a public agency or department . . . with intent to induce another to

submit to such pretended official authority." However, our reading of

the sample EBS messages indicates that appropriate language is included

identifying LILC0 as the entity responsible for making the communication, El

and we see no reason to believe that this statute will be violated. As

discussed above, Penal L'aw 5 195.05 is not violated in the absence of
-

any " independently unlawful act" or any " intimidation, physical force or

interference" with the actions of a public official -- none of which are

involved here. Similarly, for the reasons stated supra at n.21, a viola-

M/ See EBS Sample Messages at OPIP 3.8.2, Attachme'nt 4, pp. 9 et seq.

-

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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tion of Executive Law, 9 20 et seq., has not been established. Accord-

ingly, this-contention should be resolved in LILCO's favor. 21/
- -

2. Contentions 6, 7 and 8 (Decisions and Recommendations). LILCO's

Transition Plan provides that LILCO will undertake to make decisions

and recommendations to the public for protective responses during an

emergency; such recommendations will be made for persons within both the

- 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ and the 50-mile ingestion pathway E."Z,

as well as with respect to reentry and recovery (see LILCO's Brief on the

Merits, at 20 25). The Intervenors assert that these actions are viola-

tive of 69 190.25(3) and 195.05 of the Penal Law, and 5 20 et seq. of the

Executive Law. For the reasons set forth above with respect to Conten-

-tion 5, we believe that these assertions are without merit. Accordingly,

these contentions should be resolved in favor of LILCO.

3. Contention 10 (E0C and Relocation Center Security). LILCO's

Transition Plan provides that LILCO personnel will be assigned to

24/ We note, however, that 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, 9 IV.D.3.
requires as follows:

Where there is a decision to activate the notification system,
the State and local officials will determine whether to
activate the entire notification system simultaneously or in a
graduated or staged manner. The responsibility for
activating such a public notification system shall remain
with the appropriate governmental authorities.

LILCO would appear to require an exemption from this requirement in
order to perform the referenced emergency response function, prior
to receiving a full power license.

J Le-FN9mP*'--Wu& ''E"W+45- 4**f" 'f**
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identify persons entering the EOC (which is located on LILCO's property)
_

and to assist people at the relocation centers (all of which are located
.

in Nassau County). See LILC0's Brief on the Merits, at 26-28. LILCO
! ,

personnel are not expected to use threats or force in maintaining access

ccatrol at the E0C, and will rely upon the Nassau County police to pro-

vide any necessary security at the relocation centers (Id.). These

undertakings are asserted by the Intervenors to be violative of Penal Law

55190.25(3),195.05,and240.20(5); Transportation Corporations Law i 30;

Vehicle and Traffic Law 95 1102 and 1602; and Executive Law i 20 et seq.

Our analysis of the cited statutes, as set forth above, leads us to

conclude that the actions in question are not in violation of State law.

LI'C0 personnel would not appear to be guilty of impersonating public_

officials, or of otherwise violating the cited statutes. The Intervenors

have not established a prima facie case in support of these aspects of

Contention 10 and, accordingly, they should be resolved in LILCO's favor.
_

.

III. THE ACTIONS SPECIFIED IN CONTENTIONS 1-4, 9 AND 10, AS TO
WHICH LILC0 RAISES AN " IMMATERIAL 1TY" ARGUMENT, ARE INTEGRAL
ELEMENTS OF LILC0'S TRANSITION PLAN, AND HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED
AS A MEANS OF SATISFYING THE EMERGENCY PLANNING REGULATIONS.

In support of its motion for summary disposition, LILC0 argued that

the traffic control and certain other functions specified in Contentions

1-4, 9, and 10 are not required by the Commission's emergency planning

regulations and, accordingly, that those contentions should be resolved

in its favor. See LILCO's Motion, at 3. In our response to that motion,

we indicated our view that LILCO's " immateriality" argument does not

_ - - _ _ _
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provide an appropriate basis for resolution of these issues. As we
- .

indicated, LILCO's present plan contemplates that it will perform the
.

specified functions in the event of an emergency; if the Board determines

that LILC0 lacks the legal authority to perform those functions, LILC0

should submit a revised plan for review before a decision may be made

as to whether it has satisfied the Commission's emergency planning regu-

lations. See Staff's Answer, at 26-29.

L The Licensing Board, in its recent Order, requested the views of
i

( the parties as to whether, in connection with this " immateriality" argu-

ment, "LILCO's activities enumerated in Contentions 1-10 are necessary

pursuant to NRC regulations in cider to obtain an operating license"

(Order,at3). In our view, the functions specified in Contentions 1-4,

9 and 10, while not specifically listed as requirements in either 10

C.F.R. 5 50.47(b)(10) or 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, provide a means

of satisfying applicable Commission regulations. Thus, 10 C.F.R.

550.47(b)(10) requires, in part, that "a range of protective actions be

developed for the plume exposure pathway EPZ," and that " guidelines for

the choice of protective actions, consistent with Federal guidance, are

developedandinplace."25/ While none of the functions in question are

specifically identified in 10 C.F.R. 550.47(b)(10), LILC0 has identified

25/ Regulatory guidance with respect to this provision is contained,
inter alia, in NUREG-0654, 5 II.J.10. Only one of the functions
listed in Contentions 1-4, 9 and 10 (EPZ perimeter access control)
appears to be mentioned specifically in NUREG-0654. However, that
document is intended to be used by reviewers in determining the
adequacy of offsite emergency plans; it does not purport to de-
lineate the full range of emergency actions that must be included in
an emergency plan,

&
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them as elements of its Transition Plan, and they have been considered by-

~" ~~

FEMA and the Staff in reviewing the adequacy of LILCO's offsite emergency #
'

i. plan. If the Licensing Board finds that those functions are prohibited
'

to LILCO under State and local law, we believe LILC0 should submit a

revised plan for review before any determination may be made as to!

whether it has satisfied the Commission's emergency planning regulations.
'See Staff's Answer, at 28-29.

IV. THE PRESENT RECORD DOES PERMIT A DETERMINATION AS TO THE EFFECT ~,
0F AN UNPLANNED RESPONSE BY THE STATE AND COUNTY.

In its recent Order, the Licensing Board inquired, in connection

with LILCO's " realism" argument, as to what would be the effect of an

unplanned response by the State and County in the event of an emergency,

and whether such an unplanned response would result in " chaos, confusion

and disorganization" (Order, at 3-4). We have previously addressed this
_

question, to some extent, in our answer to LILCO's motion for summary

disposition. See Staff's Answer, at 27-28. In our view, the question

of what would be the effect of an unplanned State and local response has

not previously been addressed by the parties in a manner sufficient for

the Board to resolve these questions on the present record. In so con-

cluding, we concur with LILC0's statement that the " issue of how the State

and County would respond, now raised by the Board sua sponte, is an

entirely new issue that has not been addressed in testimony" (LILC0's

Brief on the Merits, at 42; emphasis in original).

_ _ _ . . _
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the Staff submits that the Board I-

should continue to defer reaching a decision on the State law and pre-

emption questions, until such time as (a) the State courts have rendered

a definitive interpretion of the State and local laws in question or

(b) prejudice would result to LILCO from the withholding of a decision

on its request for a full power license. However, if a definitive State

court determination has not been made by such time as prejudice would

result from the withholding of a decision, the Board should resolve - -

Contentions 1-10 in the manner set forth above.

Respectfully submitted,
4

h iv
Sherwin E. Turk
Deputy Assistant Chief -

Hearing Counsel

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 7th day of December, 1984
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